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Address Verallia UK 
Allied Glass Containers Ltd. 
Fernley Green Road, 
WF11 8DJ Knottingley, West Yorkshire

Country United Kingdom

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Allied Glass is committed to a policy of continuous investment, adding new technology to expand and develop it´s production capability and flexibility. 
In recent years, Knottingley has developed as the center for design for Allied Glass. Here, modern computerized design technology and a team of
seven experienced designers, steer more than 50 new products every year into manufacture.

Innovation and speed to market are the key to Allied´s successful design offering, along with a flexible manufacturing capability and a bespoke service
that provides customers with a personal approach in new product development. 
Allied Glass offers an extensive range of general sale containers, created to meet the demands of the food, beverage and spirit sectors, supplying a
wide variety of shapes and sizes.

There are specialised ranges including lightweight spirit bottles with volumes from 350ml to 1 litre and mineral water bottles which range from 330ml to
1 litre. A number of the items come in multiple ring finishes in order to completely meet each individual requirement.

At Allied Glass we are proud to help our customers to build their premium brands and to differentiate their products through beautiful glass packaging.
Unsurpassed production expertise and technical ability, now combined with the highest quality screen printing capability, gives Allied Glass the
elements required to create exquisite glass bottles with distinctive on shelf-appeal.

The plant has Dubuit printing machines, which use environmentally safe ceramic inks, organic colours and also Thermo Plastic inks and a Bowman
lehr, which ensures the company has the ability to provide product enhancement within a flexible and efficient environment.
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